Mercer Museum & Fonthill Castle
Crossword - Hard

Down:
1. Studied law at the University of______
2. The castles serve as early examples of______ concrete
3. Henry Mercer was part of the Arts &______ movement
4. _____ R. Mercer Jr., Henry Mercer’s younger brother
5. “More Beyond”
6. Language written on Babylonian tablets in the Fonthill Castle saloon
7. “_____ of the Nation Maker”
8. Built all three buildings without
9. Elizabeth Chapman Lawrence, in short to Henry Mercer
10. Small colonial building on the Mercer Museum grounds
11. Original brick building for the Bucks County Historical Society
12. _____ Night Tales, collection of stories written by Henry Mercer

Across:
5. “More Beyond”
6. Language written on Babylonian tablets in the Fonthill Castle saloon
9. Elizabeth Chapman Lawrence, in short to Henry Mercer
10. Small colonial building on the Mercer Museum grounds
11. Original brick building for the Bucks County Historical Society
13. Henry Mercer installed an_____ elevator in Fonthill Castle
14. Item in the shape of Lucy on Fonthill Castle
15. _____ Bay Retriever, like Rollo